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immediately preceded by hund = 100, as hund and seo-
fontig = 170, but hund and seofon and hundseofontig
= 177. At a later period the shorter forms became
generally used in all positions. Besides the form httnd-
teontig, there were in OE. the two neuter nouns hund
(= Gr. l-Kardy, Lat. centum, Indg. kmt6m); and hundred,
•re> (= O.Icel. hundraf); the second element -red, -re>
is related to Gothic ra}>j6, number. 200 to 900 were
generally expressed by the simple units and hund (also
sometimes hundred, hundteontig), as twa hund, fif
hund, &c. hund was usually uninflected, but occasionally
it had a dat. ending -e, -um. hundred had a pi. form
hundredu, when used absolute!}7. Jnlsend was a neuter
noun and was often inflected as such.
The decades, and hund, hundred, and ]msend, being
nouns, governed a following noun in the genitive case.
The forms for 'first5 are old superlatives of adverbs
{§§ 445, Note 2, 446). 6J>er (Goth, anfar, cp. NE. every
other day) was always declined according to the strong
declension of adjectives (§ 429). J>ridda (Goth. J»ridja,
Gr. Tpiros) with weak stem-form from Indg. *tri- the weak
form of *trei-, three. All the other ordinals were formed
from the cardinals by means of the Indg. superlative
suffix -to- (§ 444), the t of which regularly remained
unshifted in fifta, siexta, endleofta, twelfta (§ 231, Notes).
In other positions the t became }> by the first sound-
shifting (§ 231), then > became d by Verner's law (§ 238)
in those ordinals which did not originally have the chief
accent immediately before the J>, and later nd became nd
(§ 253), as Goth. *sibunda, niunda, taihunda, from Indg.
*septmt6s, *neuntos, *dekmtos. The regular forms of
these would have been in OE. *seofonda, *nigonda,
*teonda, but OE. generalized those ordinal forms which
in prim. Germanic had the chief accent immediately before
the j>, whence the OE. new formations seofo)>a, nigoj>a,

